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Text:
Students are different from one country to another but they have one thing in
common: they all hate exams. Students are generally afraid of getting bad marks because
they don’t want to fail. It is difficult for the candidate to concentrate on an exam when he
is tense or nervous. He won’t succeed if he is very anxious.
In order to help him face exams, psychologists and teachers suggest to the students
to have a good night’s sleep and to be as relaxed as possible while working through
questions.
PART ONE : (14pts)
A/ Reading comprehension :(7pts)
Read the text carefully ,then do the following activities :
1- Put ‘true’ or ‘false’ , correct the wrong statement :(2pts)
1- The students have nothing in common……………………….
2- The candidates can’t concentrate on an exam when he is tense………………
2- Answer the questions :(3pts)
1-Do students like exams?
2- Why are they afraid of getting bad marks?
3- What do psychologists and teachers suggest to the students?
………………………………
3-Lexis : (2pts)
*Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following:
detest =………………
Hard =…………………..
*Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:
Same ≠ ……………………..
Good ≠……………………
B/ Mastery of language :(7pts)
1- Put the verbs in their right form :(2pts)
The BEM is an official examination which (to take) …………...place at the end of
every school year. It( include)………………….. all the subjects .
Now, the pupils (to prepare)…………………. themselves for the next one which
they (to face)……………………… in June.
2- Write the appropriate tag questions: (1pts)
1- The BEM exam will last three days. - ………………………..?
2- It helps pupils to move up the secondary school. - …………………….?
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3- Complete the following table :(2pts)
Adjectives
Comparatives
Superlatives
Difficult
………………………. ……………………………
…………………… worse
…………………………….
4- Pronunciation: Circle the silent letter ( 2pts)
- Know – listen – half
PART TWO : ( 6pts)
Written Expression
Write a short letter advising your friend who is going to take the BEM exam next June .
- Shape of the letter (1pt)
- Introduction : (1pt)
- Body of the letter (3pt)
- Conclusion (1pt)
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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